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Described as 'a serious book on a serious subject' by one reviewer of the original edition (W. Turpin in JRA ii (i998), 656), it is heartening that within four years of its appearance Cocoran's unapologetically technical book has met the publisher's commercial criteria for transfer from cloth to paperback. Besides the correction of typographical errors, this re-edition is brought up to date by the inclusion of an appendix comprising twenty-seven additional notes, as well as a supplementary bibliography (343-56). These addenda incorporate not only revised opinions and further thoughts on issues that remain controversial but also introduce new material. Since these additions do on occasion have the potential to add substantially to the author's original conclusions on specific points, it is helpful that, although gathered in an appendix, they are clearly signalled in the main text by asterisks. Having already delivered my verdict on the first edition in BMCR 97.8.4, I shall briefly summarize the content and argument of the main text before focusing on the addenda.
As the book's subtitle indicates, C.'s subject is the nature and style of imperial government under the system of collegiate rule developed by Diocletian, approached through an analysis of the regime's public pronouncements. The chronological termini of C.'s study might at first seem slightly odd but are justified by the fact that, although as a tidy system of four rulers Diocletian's system collapsed in A.D. 306, the essence of the system was not entirely dead until Licinius'deposition in 324 In conclusion, C. observes that, as research progresses, the pattern appearing is that of more copies of fewer distinct pronouncements. Indeed the two dossiers (currency decrees/Prices Edict and Caesariani decrees/Accusations Edict) now seem to account for the bulk of epigraphically attested tetrarchic laws. Moreover, on the narrowest interpretation, there is nothing in their certified dating and distribution to contradict attribution of both these programmes of inscription to a handful of provincial governors under Diocletian and Galerius. C. suggests that this picture may be a distortion, since remaining unidentified fragmentary texts can only be matched to those fuller texts that survive. However, his own further research has eliminated yet another 'unknown' -the fragment from Lappa in Crete (ZPE I33 (2000) , 25I-5) -by its identification as a further copy of the first Caesariani decree (or letter). It seems very likely that we are far from hearing the last on the dating and interrelationship of these texts.
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